
At least 430 million phone users self-identify as phone addicted and want to change their phone
behavior. Launched in March 2022, the Swiss startup Zario helps people improve their digital wellbeing
by replacing mindless scrolling with meaningful activities. 

Gen Y and Z spend 7 hours a day on their phones.  70% of them say they are on their phone more than
they would like each day.  Even more worrying, users interact with their phones in a locked state more
than half of the time  and adopt reflex phone activations often without realizing it. All of these are
symptoms of a growing problem: phone addiction. 

On the Zario-website, people have access to a free tool to measure their digital wellbeing. They answer
13 psychologically vetted questions. Then, they receive their digital wellbeing score by email with easy
hacks to improve it.

Zario is the first global app to help people live more digitally balanced lives. It uses the latest
psychology research to create engaging challenges in the real world to help reduce and replace
unhealthy screen time consumption. Downloading the free app is the first step to change digital
habits. 

On May 12th, 2022, Zario was voted best product of the day on Product Hunt, the world's largest
community of early technology adopters. It became also the 5th product of the week, competing with
others such as new Google products. 

90% recent beta testers completed 10 challenges in 10 days and wanted to continue. First user
feedback includes statements such as: "It was beyond my expectations. I already tried a lot to reduce
my screen time. This was the first thing that helped me understand my habits." Melissa, Zurich. 

The idea of Zario came to Ondrej Zak's mind in 2019. Before founding his first venture, Ondrej worked
five years in digital transformation consulting, helping global companies change their business
models and create new digital products.  He is passionate about using technology as an enabler for
humankind to reach its full potential.
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Ondrej Zak, Cofounder

The idea of Zario came from my personal addiction. I reached my
lowest when my boss approached me one day after a meeting.
She told me to never turn on Tinder during meetings again. The
scary thing was that I wasn't even aware of having used it. This

was the moment I knew I needed to change my life...

We use our smartphone already over
300 times per day. Swiss startup helps
fight phone addiction.

Zario is a Zurich based digital wellbeing startup, founded by Ondrej Zak and Killian Fjellbakk, driven by the
mission to help users to live a digitally balanced life. The goal is to reduce and replace undesired screen time and
cultivate healthy habits through psychology backed concepts and gamified challenges. The team consists of 13
members and is supported by advisors in psychology and gamification. The Zario app was launched in March
2022 and reached #1 product of the day on Product Hunt shortly after. It is available for free for iOS and Android.

Source: 1) Maxi Heitmayer, 2021 2) PEW, 2018 Statista, 2019 3) Reviews, 2021 4) Simpletexting, 2021 5) Diversity in locked and unlocked mobile device usage, 2014

CONTACT: info@zario.com
MEDIA KIT heremeetzario.com
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/zarioapp
https://www.facebook.com/zario.io
https://www.instagram.com/zario.app
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3447526.3472026
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2018/08/22/how-teens-and-parents-navigate-screen-time-and-device-distractions/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1081292/social-media-addiction-by-age-usa/
https://www.reviews.org/au/mobile/aussie-screentime-in-a-lifetime/
https://simpletexting.com/screen-time-survey/
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/2638728.2641697
https://www.meetzario.com/press

